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Abstract—Blur detection of the partially  blurred image is 

challenging because in this case blur varies  spatially. In  

this paper, we propose a blurred-image detection 

framework for automaticallQy detecting blurred  and non-

blurred regions of the image. We propose a new feature 

vector that consists of the informat ion of an image patch 

as well as blur kernel. That is why it  is called kernel-

specific feature vector. The informat ion extracted about 

an image patch is based on blurred pixel behavior on 

local power spectrum slope, gradient h istogram span, and 

maximum saturation methods. To make the features 

vector useful for real applications, kernels consisting of 

motion-b lur kernels, defocus-blur kernels, and their 

combinations are used. Gaussian filters are used for 

filtering process of extracted features and kernels. 

Construction of kernel-specific feature vector is followed  

by the proposed Naïve Bayes Classifier based on Nearest 

Neighbor classification method (NBNN). The proposed 

algorithm outperforms the up-to-date blur detection 

method. Because blur detection is  an initial step for the 

de-blurring process of partially blurred images , our 

results also demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 

method in deblurring process.  

 
Index Terms—Blur detection, feature extraction, mot ion 

blur, defocus blur, support vector machine (SVM), 

NBNN, deblurring. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the commercialization of mobile 

cameras increases the number of casual photographers 

that means people are allowed to capture a huge quantity 

of photos without difficu lty. The increase in a number of 

casual photographers increases the number of failure 

photographs containing noisy, blurred, and unnaturally-

colored images. That is why an automatic system is 

required to avoid and correct the photographs with low 

quality [1].  

Dig ital cameras are integrated with auto-exposure, 

automatic white balance, and noise reduction capabilit ies 

to resolve exposure, color, and noise issues; but handle 

image blur only in an imperfect manner. For example, 

depth of specific scene can be focused with an autofocus 

function, but it can’t capture things at different depths 

sharply at the same time. Due to the incompatibilities of 

an autofocusing feature of cameras’, in personal photo 

collections, defocused blur images are commonly seen.  

We can discard bad image data at the source itself by  

integrating image b lur detection in  a camera. Blur 

detection approach can also help in restoration 

(deblurring) process. One of the challenges of image de-

blurring is to recover informat ion from available b lurred  

data through efficient and reliab le algorithms. Deblurring 

of fully blurred image is easier than partially blurred  

images where only a part or few objects of an image are 

blurred. Deblurring of whole part ially b lurred  image is 

costly and also produces wrong results. Therefore, there 

is a need to detect the blurred region of the partially  

blurred image to restore it where restoration process only 

applies on the blurred region (not on unblurred region) of 

the image [14].  

Other applications on which b lur detection can be 

applied are- object extraction, scene classification, image 

quality assessment, forensic investigation (detects 

criminals from low-quality camera’s footage that has 

some blurred content) etc. In fact, automatic b lur 

detection can replace most of the human operator work of 

extracting useful information from the blurred image and 

vast applications of blu r detection increase the need of 

research in this topic.  

However many techniques have been proposed for the 

blur detection such as Edge and sharpness analysis [3], 

Gaussian blur kernel detection [1], Discrete Wavelet 

Transform (DWT) [13], Maximum Likelihood (ML) Low 

depth of field (DOF) image auto-segmentation [23], 

kernel based SVM classifier etc. but there arises some 

problems such as: (1) Techniques are easy to apply on 

simpler images but less effective for complex images, (2) 

These techniques are effective for small databases but it 

is difficult to sample the large database, (3) The 

techniques are only effective to specific type of blur 

(either motion blu r or out-of-focus blur images), (4) User 

interaction is needed for correct  estimations. So there is a  

need to propose the suitable technique which can resolve 

all these problems. 

In this paper, we proposed a new technique that 

resolves above-mentioned problems, and results in 
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improved blur detection accuracy. The contribution of 

this paper is threefold. First, we propose new feature 

vector based on three features and combination of mot ion 

and defocus blurred kernels. Second, we use a hybrid 

approach (NBNN) to classifying the input image regions 

into blurred and unblurred regions. Third, we apply  

deblurring technique on our results to deblur pixels only 

inside the blur region. 

We provide results for defocus blur and motion blu r 

images (that are the basic types of blur). Most of the 

existing blur related researches are based on only motion 

and defocus blur. 

 

 
(a)                                        (b) 

Fig.1. Types of blur: (a) Defocus Blur (b) Motion Blur 

The Structure of paper: This Introduction section 

covers the basic introduction to our topic, applications of 

blur detection, existing problems and basic structure of 

our proposed method.  Organization of rest of the paper 

is as follow: (a) Section II covers related literature review 

or work, (b) Sect ion III covers proposed method that 

describes the blur features, blur kernels, classifier , and 

structure used to execute our proposed work, (c) Sect ion 

IV covers the experimental results of proposed method of 

blur detection. It  also presents the comparison in terms of 

accuracy of proposed method with popular existing 

methods. (d) Results after deblurring the blurred image 

using blur detection are presented in Section V (e) 

Conclusion and Future work are presented in Section VI 

and Section VII respectively. 

 

II.  RELATED WORK 

During  the last few decades, topics related to the 

blurred image have been studied deeply in  the field  of 

computer vision and image processing. In this section, 

we review general blur detection methods. 

The shape of an object is due to its edges. An image is  

said to be sharp if objects and their shapes can be 

perceived correctly. For example object’s face in an 

image looks clear only  when we can identify eyes, ears, 

nose, lips, forehead etc. very clearly. But factors like 

blurring (where an image is blurred through photo-

editing tools or filters), environment condition, relative 

motion between camera and scene, low-quality camera 

etc. reduce the edge content and makes the transition 

between colors very smooth. Blur can be detected 

directly through edge and sharpness analysis. A sharp 

object contains only step edges, but step edges turn into 

ramp edges when that object gets blurred. Therefore, 

measurement of the sharpness or blurriness of edges can 

be used to detect blur. Chung et. al [2] used gradient 

magnitude and edge direction to measure degree of 

blurriness in the image. Firstly, they fitted gradient 

magnitude and edge direction into a normal distribution. 

Then, they computed the standard deviation of normal 

distribution along with gradient magnitude to measure 

edge width and edge magnitude that make b lur 

measurement more  reliable. In  contrast, measurement of 

the degree of blur through the thickness of object 

contours is performed  in  the paper by Elder and Zucker 

[3]. They modeled focal b lur model by a Gaussian blur 

kernel and then used the first and second order derivative 

of Gaussian filters (steerable) [4] to calculate the 

response that describes the degree of blur in an image. 

This method is used for only local edge estimat ion over a 

wide range of contrast and local blur scale and requires 

the only second moment o f the sensor noise as input 

parameters. While  fo r multi-scale b lur estimat ion Zhang 

and Bergholm [5] defined Gaussian Difference Signature 

that functions similarly to the first-order derivative of 

Gaussian.  

Bayes discriminant function can  be constructed based 

on the statistic of the grad ients that perform mean  and 

standard deviation on both blurred and sharp regions [6]. 

In the distribution blurred region of an image has a 

smaller value of mean and standard deviation than a 

sharp region of the image. This concept helps to detect 

the blurred region in an images for further de-blurring 

processes. Naive Bayesian classifier can also integrate 

blur feature set obtained from d ifferent domains based on 

the posterior score. For example, Shi Jianping et al. [7] 

proposed a new blur feature set (in mult iple domains) 

that is based on Gradient Distribution as well as 

Frequency Domain and Local filters. Similarly, Renting 

Liu et al. [8] p roposed feature set based on image co lor, 

gradient and spectrum informat ion. These features are 

used by Bayes Classifier to detect spatially-varying b lur 

and type of blur.  

Blur detection method based on the no-reference (NR) 

block do not require the original sharp image to measure 

the degree of blur. Therefore, this method has less 

complexity and high robustness compared with edge 

based blur metrics. Blur metrics can be computed by 

averaging macro b locks of local blur;  and content 

dependent weighting scheme reduces the texture 

influence [9]. Based on human blur perception for 

contrast-varying values, Niranjan D. Narvekar et al. [10] 

presented a no-reference image blur metric that utilizes a 

probabilistic model which is used to evaluate the 

probability of blur detection at each edge in the image).  

Lowest direct ional high frequency energy is used for 

motion b lur detection and has less computational cost 

because estimation of point spread function is not 

required [11]. Along the motion blur direct ion, high 

frequency energy decrease where energy refers to the 

sum of the squared derivative of image [12]. 

Discrimination between blurred and non-blurred image 

regions (based on the gradient distribution) can be 

conducted using SVM classifier [13]. Proposed method 

performs wavelet decomposition on the input image  to 
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extract features in  wavelet  space and constructs gradient 

histograms on which probabilistic SVM is applied to 

detect blurred region. In [14], kernel-specific feature 

vector consisting of the mult iplication of the variance of 

the filtered grad ient of image patch and the filtered  kernel 

is classified  by SVM. This paper is related to most of our 

proposed work. Their results showed higher accuracy for 

defocus blur compared with motion blur. We present the 

comparison of results between our method and their 

method in the results section.  

Low Depth of Field (DoF) is a photography technique 

which provides clear focus only on a specific object and 

is used to detect and remove b lur at the source. Auto-

segmentation of low DoF images can be conducted 

through- pixel-wise spatial distribution of the high 

frequency components [15], morphological filters  [16], 

localized blind deconvolution that produces a focus map 

[17], mult i-scale context-dependent approach [18], the 

ratio of wavelet coefficients [19] and so on.  

After the detection of the blurred region, we can apply 

the deblurring  techniques on it without affecting  the 

unblurred region. Inverse Filter [1, 21], Least-Square 

Filter [21] and Iterative Filters [22] are used to restore 

image when prior informat ion about the degrading 

system is available . While, a prior blur identification [21],  

ARMA parameter estimat ion, Non-parametric 

deterministic image-based restoration [23] and 

Maximum-Likelihood (ML) [24] methods are used, when 

prior informat ion about the degrading system is not 

available. These methods work well on spatially-

invariant blur. To tackle the partial blur problem, 

transparency based MAP model can be used [26]. But 

this method requires user interaction for better results 

whereas our proposed method does not require user 

interaction. 

 

III.  PROPOSED METHOD 

Due to the diversity of the natural images, we propose 

a framework to detect blur in the partially blurred images. 

The basic flow chart of our system is given in Fig. 2 and 

is explained in brief in the following: 

 

 

Fig.2. Basic Flow Chart for blur detection 

a) For each input image, first, extract features of the 

image.   

b) Based on the information of ext racted features 

select blur kernel from the pool of kernels  

consisting of motion blur kernels, defocus blur 

kernels and their combinations. 

c) Construct the kernel-specific feature vector or b lur 

matrix from step (a) and (b).  

d) On the basis of the blur matrix detection of b lurred  

pixels is performed i.e . hybrid NBNN classifier is  

used to classify the blurred and non-blurred 

regions of the image.   

A.  Feature Extraction 

There are three different features developed and 

combined in our system. These features are derived by 

analyzing the visual and spectral clues from images. 

These features are described in following: 

1.  Local Power Spectrum Slope 

The strength of change in an image is defined by its 

frequency components. Sharp edges of the image have 

high frequency value. Power spectrum uses frequency 

components to detect the blurred  and unblurred regions. 

Some high frequency components of the blurred image 

are absent due to the low-pass-filtering characteristic of 

the blurred reg ions. So, for blurred reg ion amplitude 

spectrum slope tends to be steeper than unblurred region. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.3. (a) Input image (b) Power Spectrum Slope of a blurred patch 
(shown in a rectangle of red color) and unblurred region (shown in a 
rectangle of blur color) are shown where blurred and unblurred region 

have different values. 

It is not reliable to simply set a threshold value for the 

blur estimation because an image may have mult iple 

objects with the different type of edges or boundaries. On 

the basis of this observation, we first compute the global 

measure of the slope of the power spectrum (α0) for the 

Input image  

Feature Extraction 

Contruct blur metrix 

Blur-unblur 

classification 

Blur Kernel 
Identification 
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whole image. Then we compare power spectrum (αp) 

computed in each local block p  with α0. If αp is much  

larger than α0, it is quite possible that this block is blurred.  

2.  Gradient Histogram Span 

Gradient magnitude distribution helps as important 

visual evidence in  blur detection process. Blurred  regions 

have a small grad ient magnitude (or in log grad ient 

distribution have shorter tails) while unblurred regions 

have large grad ient magnitude. As shown in Fig. 4, in a 

case of a blurred reg ion, the number of pixels having zero  

gradient value is large. That is why it has a short tail and 

high peak at zero gradient value while the unblurred 

region has a heavy tail and less mass at zero gradient 

value.  

 

 

Fig.4. Gradient Histogram Span of the blurred patch (represented in red 
color) and unblurred region (represented in blur color) is shown where 
the blurred region has strong peak at zero gradient value i.e has small 

tail while the unblurred region has heavy tail. 

3.  Maximum Saturation 

The maximum value of saturation of b lurred  regions is  

correspondingly expected to be smaller than that of 

unblurred regions. Based on this observation, we first 

compute the maximum saturation value (max(S0)) of the 

whole image. Then within each patch p, we compute 

saturation Sp for each pixel and find the maximum 

saturation value (max(Sp)) that is compared with max(S0).  

If max(Sp) is less than max(S0) than the patch is blurred 

otherwise not. 

B.  Blur Kernel Identification 

To identify  the blur fo r an  input image, we perform 

blur edge analysis and derive the fo llowing attributes of 

the blur kernel: 

 

 Blur kernel of defocus blur type are isotropic in  

nature i.e. edges in every direct ion are s moothened. 

 Blur kernel of motion b lur type are an isotropic i.e . 

edges with the same direction as the motion 

direction will be the least affected while edges 

perpendicular to the motion direction will be 

blurred most severely. 

 Blur kernel shows no effect when applying to a 

flat reg ion without illuminance changes. In fact, 

flat regions contain no useful informat ion for b lur 

detection. 

C.  Construct Blur Matrix 

The kernel-specific feature vector (or blur matrix) is  

composed of the multiplication  of the variance of filtered  

kernel (obtained using subsection B methods) and the 

variance of filtered  patch features (obtained using 

subsection C methods). 

D.  Blur-unblur Classification 

Through hybrid approach complex problems can be 

solved by stepwise decomposition. Specific hierarchical 

levels (on the basis of concept granularity) are defined in  

intelligent hybrid systems. Therefore to discriminate 

unblurred and blurred regions, based on proposed feature 

vector, we use NBNN classifier where Naïve Bayes 

classifier is used for training purpose and nearest 

neighbor approach is used to improve the accuracy 

through additional testing on the neighborhood pixels .  

When only Naïve Bayes classification approach is 

used to discriminate the blurred and unblurred region, it  

detects defocus blur more accurately than motion b lur [7].   

Therefore, we use nearest neighbor classificat ion 

approach, on neighborhood pixels to increase the 

accuracy of  the motion b lur detection method because in 

the motion blurred image blurring color of one pixel 

spread to its neighborhood that will increase its color 

similarity to its neighboring pixels. 

 

IV.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The performance of the proposed method is estimated  

on the public dataset of 1000 image accessible at [29] 

with its ground truth images. Out of 1000 blurred images , 

296 images are motion blurred images while others are 

defocused blurred images. The proposed method is 

compared with the method developed by Y. Pang et al. 

[14] named as SVM classifier. In their method, kernel 

specific feature vector based on gradient magnitude and 

blur kernel; and SVM classifier is  adopted. It is the most 

successful existing method because their experimental 

results outperform the method proposed by Chakrabarti 

et al. [20], Liu et al. [8], and Su et al. [27]. It is enough to 

compare our proposed method with SVM classifier 

results. To show the need for the hybrid approach we also 

compare our results with results of Naïve Bayes classifier 

results obtained by Shi et al. [7] openly available at  

http://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/leojia/projects/dblurdetect/ . 

Results (in  the form of images) o f SVM classifier, 

Naïve Bayes classifier and proposed method on motion 

blur and defocus blur images along with their ground 

truth image are shown in Fig. 5 and 6. The output image 

is displayed in black and white co lor where b lurred pixels 

are represented with white co lor while unblurred pixels 

with a b lack color to make the d ifferentiation between the 

blurred and unblurred part of an image clearer.  

To compute the accuracy of these methods ground 

truth image are compared with the obtained results to 

measure how many pixe ls are classified accurately.  The 

accuracy of SVM classifier, Naïve Bayes classifier , and 

proposed method is shown in  table 1and reasons for their 
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different behavior are given below. 

Naïve Bayes classifier [7] has wrongly detected most 

of the unblurred pixels as blurred because this 

classification method does not consider the neighborhood 

pixels during classificat ion process and its feature set was 

not directly based on the kernel as used in SVM and our 

proposed method. However, it detected blurred pixel 

more accurately than SVM classifier because its feature 

set is based on multip le blu r features and is tested at 

multiple scales to avoid ambiguous results. 

SVM classifier used in paper [14] used feature vector 

that is based on gradient distribution and blur kernels. 

Accuracy of this method is more than Naïve Bayes 

classifier because it uses  kernel specific feature set 

formed by  mult iplying  the variance of filtered grad ient 

distribution and the filtered blur kernel where the 

measure of variance reduce the chance of error (less 

amount of unblurred p ixels are detected as blurred) 

during the classification process. Results of proposed 

method (Naïve Bayes Nearest Neighbor Classifier) are 

more accurate because its classification results are based 

on multip le blur features and a combination of blur 

kernels (defocus and motion blu r kernels),  and 

neighborhood pixels are also considered to improve the 

classification process. 

As shown in table 1, the accuracy of SVM and Naïve 

Bayes classifier is different for motion and defocus blur. 

In fact, the accuracy of defocus blur images is 

approximately 10% more than motion blur images. But 

the accuracy of motion blur images and defocus blur 

images is approximately same in the case of proposed 

method results.  

Table 1. Comparison in Accuracy 

Method 
Accuracy 

Motion blur Defocus blur Average 

Proposed 
method 

64.12 65.2 64.7 

SVM classifier 
[14] 

49.8 57.6 54.4 

Naïve Bayes 
Classifier [7] 

41.2 53.3 51.1 

 

 
(a) Input Image           (b) Proposed Method           (c) SVM Classifier           (d) Naïve Bayes           (e) Ground Truth 

Fig.5. Results of Motion Blur Detection 

 
(a) Input Image           (b) Proposed Method           (c) SVM Classifier           (d) Naïve Bayes           (e) Ground Truth 

Fig.6. Results of Defocus Blur Detection
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(a)                                            (b)                                              (c)                                              (d) 

Fig.7. Restoration results of defocus blur image: (a) Input Image (b) Blur segmented image where the black region is the segmented unblurred region 
(c) Deblurring results of the blurred region (d) Final restored image. 

 

(a)                                            (b)                                            (c)                                            (d) 

Fig.8. Restoration results of motion blur image: (a) Input Image (b) Blur segmented image where the black region is the segmented unblurred region  

(c) Deblurring results of the blurred region (d) Final restored image. 

 

V.  IMAGE DEBLURRING RESULTS 

Several computer vision applications can be benefitted 

from our blur detection task. We show blur segmentation 

and deblurring in this section. Existing non-blind 

deconvolution mixes foreground and background under 

different motion but our objective is to deblur pixels only  

inside blur masks. To perform deblurring we first 

perform b lur segmentation fo llowed by deblurring 

process explained in the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.9. Basic Deblurring Flow Chart  

Step 1- Blur Segmentation: W ith our proposed 

method, it is possible to segment images into the blur and 

clear reg ions. In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, (a) part shows the 

defocus and motion blurred input image respectively and 

(b) part shows the results of blur segmentation process 

that subtract the detected unblurred reg ion from the input  

image. That is why; the unblurred reg ion is displayed in  

black color. 

Step 2- Deblurring of blurred region: With the help 

of blur segmentation step, we subtract the unblurred 

region of the blurred image and apply image deblurring 

method on the blurred part of an image (results of 

restored blurred reg ion are presented in Fig. 7(c) and 

8(c)). Finally, we concatenate the original unblurred  

region and the recovered blurred region of the blurred 

image (that is presented in Fig. 7(d) and 8(d)). 

 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have developed a new kernel specific 

feature based on more than one blur detection features. 

The combination of motion  blur kernels and defocus blur 

kernels also plays an important role in the construction 

process of proposed blur detection feature vector. Instead 

of using a single classifier, we use NBNN (hybrid) 

classifier.  

We construct extensive experiments with training and  

testing dataset of 1000 images and use them to test the 

accuracy of our classification algorithm. To estimate the 

effectiveness of proposed method, we compare it with 

existing method (SVM and Naïve Bayes classifier). Most 

of the existing methods provide good blur detection 

results only for specific type of blur. But our method 

works well on both types of blur. 

To show how blur detection can be used for deblurring  

process, after the detection of the b lurred  region of an  

Blurred 

Results of proposed method 

Blur Segmentation 

Deblurring 

Restored 

image 

Unblurred 

region 

Concatinate 
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image we segment the blurred part of the image from the 

unblurred part and existing deblurring method is applied  

only on segmented blurred part. Then the orig inal 

unblurred part of the image is concatenated with the 

results of deblurring method. 

 

VII.  FUTURE WORK 

Our classificat ion results inevitably contain errors  in 

natural images due to the similarity o f the b lurred  and 

low-contrast regions. So, the main problem of future 

work is to make our system work more robust. Other 

future works involve segmentation of images into layers 

with different blur extent for further utilizat ion of the blur 

features. To make our classification results more 

effective and robust, application of different 

classification methodologies is also possible. 
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